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THE QUICKPOUCH VERTICAL IS A COMPACT, ECO-
NOMICAL, CUSTOMIZABLE POUCH FORM / FILL / 
SEAL MACHINE DESIGNED TO FIT ALMOST ANY 
NEED

The QuickPouch Vertical is a cycle-on-demand system 
that uses a hot die to form pouches from rollstock, leaving 
the top of the pouch open for loading, and then sealing the 
pouch during the next cycle.  The Vertical’s time, pressure, 
and temperature monitoring system ensures optimum, 
repeatable, and validatable seal conditions for every 
pouch.

TThe QuickPouch Vertical is a compact and economical 
system that performs the same tasks as much larger 
pouch forming and filling machines but at a fraction of the 
cost and size.  This allows for simpler expansion when 
your production requires higher output, with the added 
benefit of system redundancy to reduce potential 
downtime during maintenance or servicing. For companies 
wiwith multiple products, pouch changeovers are fast and 
simple, taking as little as 10 minutes with included tools.

Pouch forming is the smarter way of packaging your 
product.  Pre-made pouches are expensive, often times up 
to 1000% more expensive than pouches formed from roll-
stock. Material savings alone often lead to a payback 
period of under a year.

The QuickPouch Vertical is available with a wide selection 
of options including: printing, labeling, automatic part 
loading, liquid or powder filling, die cutting, and more.  This 
allows fine tuning of the system to fit your unique needs.

FACTORY SPECIFICATIONS
Automatic (machine paced) mode
Manual (operator paced) mode
Tooling for one pouch size included
Auto-loading modules available
Dual mode index: eyespot or length
LLocking casters for mobility
Batch counter, total counter
Operator display
Dual web standard
Single web optional
Delay timer

DIMENSIONS
WWidth: 60 inches
Height: 41 inches
Depth:  25 inches
Weight: 250lbs
*Options may affect machine dimensions

POUCH SIZES
Vertical
UUp to 6 inch wide
Up to 9 inch long
Vertical Plus
Up to 12 inch wide
Up to 15 inch long

POUCH MATERIALS
Foil laminate
PPaper laminate
Polyester laminate
Plastic laminate
Tyvek®


